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Expand your Horizons

Expand your Horizons with our newest line of Space Division, Horizon. Dawning a celebration of 
strong horizontals while maximizing vertical space, Horizon specializes in offering variety, flexibility, 
and personalization all in one line. Pick your desired widths and heights then have fun with the 
placement of storage, planters, panels, and accessories to make your configuration truly your 
own. Sure, space division divides, but Horizon also creates, defines, and refines space. 









Up High, Down Low

Break-up the horizontal by adding varied heights to your configuration. Horizon is available at 2, 3, 
4 and 5-high modules making it easier than ever incorporate vertical storage at the heights you 
need it and not where you do not. Varied lengths in 1, 2 or 3-wide modules in increments of 15” 
allow you to get even closer to your specified dimensions than ever before.



Decorate + Collaborate

We love pieces that serve multiple functions and a whiteboard does just that. Our fixed panel 
options come in a 2W or 3W whiteboard or cork board and support brainstorming, note-taking and 
doodling alike. Perfect for maximizing and creating space out in the open, between runs or at 
touch-downs, you don’t have to choose between utility and aesthetics — you can have it all.





Grid and Bear It

Just because you can go wide with Horizon doesn’t mean you need to. Stick with our 1W modules to 
create pockets of visual interest that are dynamic, flexible and just so fun to look at. Each accessory is 
secured in place with rubber stoppers making it easier than ever to move or add shelves creating your 
very own grid of possibilities.





Cubby Buddy

When you need a place for your baggage (no judgement here). Hot-desking, staggered in-office 
days and packed calendars are among the many reasons we need more places to stow our 
personal belongings. Horizon takes care of it, seamlessly offering both concealed and open storage 
options with our cubby accessory or locker and cabinet case-goods.





Turning a Corner

Interior spaces need to be as dynamic as the things we create in them. Turn a corner (or two) 
with a varied height solution that gently directs the flow of traffic and provides some greenery and 
additional storage in the process. PET panels offer acoustic buffering or extra stackable spaces 
and can be adjusted with simple securing clips to customize the level of transparency desired.





Green Thumb

We’re always looking for ways to invite the outdoors in and this is where Horizon shines. 
Effortlessly transition from storage to planters, tucking in your favorite flora and fauna amongst 
the wood elements. Elevate your affinity for all things green with a RAL green pop at the 
accessories — a place for you to put your fingerprint on a configuration that’s uniquely yours.







Going with the Flow

Whether you’re directing the interior flow of a space or just love a good cascade, play with height 
to offer just the right mix of transparency and opacity to your Horizon. Different heights easily add 
a skyline for that much needed change of scenery.





Varied Vista

Create a personalized topography of components changing up the widths and 
heights of Horizon. Less parts, more wood and the use of minimal stretchers create 
a configuration that exudes an authentic form without sacrificing any function.





Spatial Skills

Create moments, create spaces, create rooms. Places to gather, connect, collaborate, and focus. 
We developed a corner module so you can keep the same vibe as it defines a neighborhood within 
the office. The corner also becomes a part of the story, mindful of the value of every square foot as 
an opportunity to express what matters most to you.
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Of course, we’re here if you want to expand even further than the 
standard Horizon. Contact us at trade@corralusa.com and we’ll bring 
your vista into view.
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